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TO KNOW YOURSELF IS TO LEAD 
YOURSELF – AND INFLUENCE OTHERS



Johari Window 

public This is the area in 
which we can grow as 
leaders with the help 
of others. 

This is the area in which 
we can grow as by doing 
1st gear work. 

mysterysecret



Eisenhower-Covey Matrix 



How do I order my life so 
as to live mostly in Q2? 



crisis

Turn off your notifications! 

Does Twitter 
make me better? 

Rhythm of life/5 Gears



People will follow what they see you doing.  

Am I leading a life that anyone else would want? 
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Semi-Circle:  the ultimate form of 
self-leadership and the prime context 

for others to imitate

“Covenant” relationship and “Kingdom” responsibility



The Double Helix of Scripture

Covenant Kingdom



Covenant Kingdom

• Relationship

• Abiding

• Invitation

• Rest

• Pruning

• Identity

• “Come unto me”

• Responsibility

• Bearing fruit

• Challenge

• Work

• Growing

• Mission

• “Go therefore”



“If you will abide in me, you will 
bear much fruit.  Apart from me, 
you can do nothing.” – John 15:5

• Cutting  Fruit



Pruning

 Cutting   Growing

 Gets rid of “suckers”

 Reduces competition  light, air, nutrients into “leaders”

Works on small, disfigured, and especially on overgrown 
plants



Covenant 
Relationship

Kingdom
Responsibility

Semi-Circle

Your “rhythm of life”



What’s your “rhythm of life?”

• Discipleship = the tick-tock of life with Jesus

• Am I “resting from work,” or “working from rest?”

• Do I lean toward “invitation to relationship” with 
Jesus or “challenge to responsibility?” 



Taking stock of my current “rhythm of life”

• Write down:  What’s my “%” now?  
• 20% abiding, 80% bearing fruit?
• 60% relationship, 40% responsibility?

• Write down:  to what % is God calling 
me next?



Write down, reflect, discuss:  
To calibrate to the next %, the first adjustment for me is …

• Daily
• Am I winning “the first battle of the day?”

• Weekly
• Am I keeping Sabbath?

• Seasonal
• What has to be pruned from my life in order 

for me to be regularly in the presence of God? 

“Divert daily … withdraw weekly … abandon annually”



Valuable:  But the way of Jesus is not about balance; it is about rhythm! 



The Five Gears

• 5th gear:  Focus mode:  In the zone

• 4th gear:  Task mode:  Multitasking in a task-oriented world

• 3rd gear:  Social mode:  why being social matters

• 2nd gear:  Connect mode:  Connecting deeply

• 1st gear:  Recharge mode:  Learning to recharge

• Reverse:  Responsive mode:  Being responsive in a resistant world





5th Gear:  Focus/Flow Mode
“In the zone”

• Strategic, creative, visioning, planning

• A healthy 5th gear creates the highest speed for a sustained 
time

• Often scheduled, usually needs firewalls to protect 
• Closed doors, auto-responders, shared language



4th Gear: Task Mode
“Multitasking in a 

task-oriented world”

• Without intervention, we default to this 85% of the time
• Our culture is addicted to 4th gear

• The most common impediment to all of the other gears
• The path to a better 4th gear is better use of the other gears

• Difficult to do well first, without (athletic) warm up
• We’re not as good as it as we think:  continuous partial attention”

• Staying too long leaves us tired and wired, eventual crash



3rd Gear:  Social mode
“Why being social matters”

• Doing the weather, sports, and family
• Learning to be curious about people outside of the official setting

• At work, shifting to 3rd gear helps your 4th and 5th gears 
• People are figuring out whether you care for them as people
• Avoiding the reputation of being unapproachable, or a tyrant
• For heaven’s sake, never eat lunch alone!

• The art of putting your phone away at the table

• A gateway to 2nd gear friendships, but not the same thing
• Don’t confuse being a Facebook friend with being a real friend



2nd Gear:  Connect mode
“Connecting deeply”

• Investing in “relational capital”

• Learning to be fully present, move toward true friendship

• “Closing windows” and SOLER listening

• The art of finishing 4th gear in the car, and putting your phone 
out of reach when you are heading into 2nd gear territory

• This is the realm of apprenticing and influencing others 



1st Gear:  Recharge mode
“Learning to recharge”

• Learning to do the things that give us life
• Daily, weekly, seasonally

• Can include things like sleep, reading, exercise, hobby

• Learning to work out of your rest rather than rest from your work
• Daily, weekly, seasonally

• Often precluded by unthinkingly defaulting to 4th gear



Reverse:  Responsive mode
“Being responsive 

in a resistant world”

• When we need to back up and apologize

• Do you know the difference between a real/fake apology?
• The two ditches:  over- and under-apologizing

• We increase our influence when we use reverse gear and 
overcome our instinct for self-preservation 
• Often this is the occasion for true internal character growth, as 

well as significant relationship advances



Skills in the Five Gears

•Ranking your default “gear order” 
• JPC:  1-4-2-5-R-3

• Reflect, rank, share your gear order
• Adjustments you’d like to make next:  ______



Skills in the Five Gears

• Mastering your gears:  right gear for the right setting

• Understanding where you go when you’re stressed

• Creating common language as shorthand at work, home

• Shifting well, learning to transition (going to/from work)

• Making a U-turn and driving in a new way (gear order)



Questions raised by the Five Gears

In my soul:

• What are my demonstrated priorities – sports, $, faith, health, family?  
• How would others rank the 5 capitals of my life? 

• Is there a character issue in my life causing me to disconnect?

• Is there a relationship that needs to be made right?

• In what ways is my life the one I want others to imitate? 



Questions raised by the Five Gears

In my work:

• When do I tend to run over people? 

• Is there a relationship that needs to be made right?

• Where has my influence declined? 

• What am I afraid of losing? 

• Do people want to follow me, or have to follow me? 

• When do I start and stop working?  

• In what ways is my life the one I want others to imitate? 



Questions raised by the Five Gears
In my home:

• Am I running over anyone in my family?

• Is there a character issue in my life causing me to disconnect?

• What’s the reality of my marriage/parenting/key relationships and 
when do I plan to address my blind spots with my family/friends?

• When do I start and stop working?  

• When I am at home, am I fully at home? 



:  REDUCING MY BLIND SPOTS ABOUT MY RHYTHM
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rhythm? 
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FOR HOMEWORK
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